advantages

A program consisting of culture-based language instruction and complementary literary courses. Overall class sizes are small and personal, with plenty of individual contact with instructors.

- Four years of language instruction
- Major and minor in Polish Studies
- Numerous opportunities and funding for study abroad and continuing language studies
- Internships in Poland

For more information, please visit www.lsa.umich.edu/slavic
Poland’s cultural heritage has a distinctive mix of influences from both Eastern and Western Europe. Engaging in the study of Polish language, literature, and culture provides opportunities to study with exceptional instructors and learn about past and current trends, genres, and people. Here are some highlights from the program:

- poetry by Nobel Prize winners
- contemporary film animation
- rock and punk music
- humor and food
- among only a few American universities to offer four years of language study

Courses offered:

First through fourth year Polish language
Polish Literature (POLISH 325, 326, 327)
Polish Film (POLISH 314)
Rock Poetry (POLISH 214)
Counter Culture and Street Art (SLAVIC 290)
Life in Poland (POLISH 215)
Freshman Seminars (SLAVIC 151)